
LESSON 11
4+ PRIMARY COURSE OF SOCIAL COMPETENCY

OBJECTIVES: 

Working on formation of friendly relationships with peers, speech expression and non-verbal means of politeness, 
developing attention

LIST OF TASKS:

• Group game — "Meet Each Other"; purpose: to understand the interdependence of emotional states and the 
quality in communicating with others   

• Group game — "Clap Everyone Who…"; purpose: to develop audio attention, reflect on one’s own state

• Individual task — "Paint and Color"; purpose: to develop attention and fine motor skills; required equipment:
Attachment 18, colored pencils - for each child

• Group game — "Polite Words"; purpose: to develop a culture of communication and habit of using polite words; 
required equipment: a ball

• Group game — "Show without Words"; purpose: to use gestures of politeness, develop non-verbal means                         
of communication

• Group game — "Soap Bubble"; purpose: to relax the body

Personal folders for each child
Note 1: The descriptions of the tasks are general guidelines, keeping in mind that personal input and creativity 
are encouraged throughout the program. 
Note 2: The context of each paragraph is teacher speaking and engaging children. 
Note 3: "…" indicates children have performed the task.
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GROUP GAME — "MEET EACH OTHER"

Teacher: Hello, kids! Are you ready for today’s class?… You probably remember how we can greet each other… 
(By words and by gestures). So, let’s stand in a circle and greet each other with words and with our hands. For this we 
need to bend our elbows, point our palms facing our neighbor to the right, say "Hello", using their name and extend 
a greeting. For example "Hi, … How are you!". Your neighbor should have their palms touching yours in the same 
position, while you are saying "Hello" and then respond to your greeting. And so on, throughout the circle. 
(Teacher is starting, children perform the task). 

GROUP GAME — "CLAP EVERYONE WHO…"

Teacher: Kids, what do you think — are we different or are there a lot of similarities among us? … And what is one 
word that describes all of us?… (People). And why are we all called "people"?… How are people similar?… What do we 
all have in common?… (People have a head, walk on two feet, have two hands). And what can people do?… (Talk, 
play, go to work, to school, to kindergarten; eat, wear clothes, read, write, sing songs, etc.). And yet we differ 
from each other — how?… (People can have different genders — boy or girl, woman or man; different ages — young 
and old; different appearances — color of eyes, hair and clothes)… Although one word can be used to describe 
all of us and although we have many similarities, somehow we are all different. Let’s check. Those who are sad 
today — clap. 
(Teacher gives different examples such as: Who likes to watch cartoons…; Who likes sweets…; Who is happy to see 
the nice weather…; Who has a younger sister…; Who likes flowers…; Who is happy today…; Who likes to read…; etc).

Teacher: And now, we will see who was the most attentive in our group. Who of you remembers, who likes sweets 
in our group?… Who has a younger sister?… Who likes flowers?… 
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INDIVIDUAL TASK — "PAINT AND COLOR"

Teacher: Good job! Now, let’s sit at the table and I will give you your next task. 
(Teacher hands out Attachment 18 for each child). 

Teacher: In front of you there are four pictures. Please see how they differ from 
each other and draw the missing elements so that the pictures become similar. 
(Children perform the task).

Teacher: Now, color the pictures so that they are all the same color or all different 
colors. Make your own choice. 
(Children perform the task). 

GROUP GAME — "POLITE WORDS"

Teacher: Wonderful, we now have beautifully colored pictures! Now, let’s recall what words of politeness we know. 
Let’s stand in a circle. I will take a ball into my hands and we will remind each other what polite words we know. 
(Teacher throws the ball to a child and says "Hello!" That child catches the ball and while throwing it to another 
participant, names another polite word. Children perform the task).

Attachment 18 
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GROUP GAME — "SHOW WITHOUT WORDS"

Teacher: And now, imagine that we need to greet each other without using words. How do we use gestures 
that communicate the word "hello"?… (Wave a hand from one side to the other). How do we use gestures 
that communicate the word "bye"?… (Wave the palm up and down). And how do we use gestures that communicate 
the word "thank you"?… (Hold the hand at the heart, and make a little bow). How do you show that you are inviting 
someone to come in and sit next to you?… (Slightly turn back and make an inviting gesture with a hand). How do you 
show that you’re expressing an apology?… (Slightly bow). Wonderful, now you know how you can communicate 
without using words. And what other sign do you think we forgot?… (Smile). And what do you think the role of a smile 
is in relationships between people? 
(Children answer). 

Teacher: The smile is for other people and it makes them feel comfortable with you. It’s awkward when no one smiles 
to you and to make this doesn’t happen, let’s all look at each other and smile.
(Children perform the task).
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GROUP GAME "SOAP BUBBLE"

Teacher: Well done! You did a great job! Now, let’s get to know each other just a little better. I start a sentence 
with words "I like…" and pass it with the imaginary soap bubble to my neighbor to the left. My neighbor finishes 
the sentence, says the phrase "I like…” and passes the imaginary soap bubble to the next participant. To pass the soap 
bubble we use our body language, moving slowly not to break the bubble.
(Children perform the task). 

Teacher: And now, let’s collect the pencils, put the chairs back so that the room is nice and clean again. Let’s say 
"Good-bye" to each other and smile. Have a great week!
(Teacher collects the completed tasks, signing them on the reverse side, and puts them into the child’s personal 
folder).


